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Disclaimer
This handbook aims to provide the reader only with 
a general understanding of FIZ legislation in Georgia 
effective at the time of writing. It neither purports 
to provide nor is intended to replace professional legal 
advice or any other advice.

Any reliance made on the information contained 
in this handbook is your sole responsibility and 
Deloitte will not be held liable for any losses that may 
arise thereby. Full professional legal advice should 
be sought when dealing with specific situations.
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As part of its efforts to attract international 
investment capital and investors searching for a high 
rate of return, Georgia passed the Law On Free 
Industrial Zones (the “Law”) along with related 
legislation, which allow establishment of special-
status zone(s), or Free Industrial Zone(s) (the “FIZ”). 
A FIZ creates an environment that is attractive 
for economic activities by affording entities who 
operate there favourable tax and regulatory 
treatment. The overview below reflects the core 
aspects of the legal framework for establishing 
and operating a FIZ and the key benefits and 
implications of registering an entity in such a zone.
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1. What is a FIZ?
A FIZ is a type of a zone in Georgia with defined borders and a special status granted by the Law. 
A FIZ is designated for economic activities for a specific period, and entities within the FIZ are governed under 
special economic and legal regimes that are favourable from both legal and commercial standpoints.

2. How many FIZs operate in Georgia?
There are currently four free industrial zones in Georgia. The table below provides a brief overview 
based on our latest available information received from the representatives of the relevant FIZs.

3. How can a FIZ be established?
A FIZ can be established at:

 • the initiative of the government of Georgia (the “Government”);

 • the request of a natural or a legal person, whether resident or non-resident (the “Organiser”).
To this end, the Organiser must submit an application to the Government. Notably, branches 
or structural subdivisions of legal persons—except in cases of permanent establishment (the “PE”) 
of non-resident persons—are not authorised to submit such applications.

The Organiser’s application must comply with the following requirements:

 • indicate the intention of establishing a FIZ;

 • specify the term during which the FIZ is to operate. If the zone is located on a leased plot of land, 
the term must not exceed the term of the lease;

 • contain the following attachments:

I. Establishing and Operating a FIZ
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Name Total Area Administrators Website Companies/industries that operate in the FIZ

Kutaisi FIZ 269,014 m2 Georgian 
International Holding 
LLC

www.gih.ge Manufacturing water electric heaters, 
household appliances, technical oils, and metal 
tiles

Poti FIZ 3.0 
million m2

CEFC China Energy 
Company Limited

www.potifreezone.ge A range of activities, including light 
manufacturing and more heavy industries, such 
as chemical, steel, and processing

Hualing 
Kutaisi FIZ

360,000 m2 Georgian Huashun 
International 
Industrial Investment 
Group LTD

www.hualingfiz.ge There are five enterprises operating: wood 
processing, furniture production, stone 
processing, metal constructions, and 
mattresses production

Tbilisi FIZ 170,000 m2 
Georgia Technology 
Park LLC

www.tfz.ge 
Technology, trading and services, light industrial 
manufacturing, logistics, warehousing and other

http://www.gih.ge
http://www.potifreezone.ge
http://www.hualingfiz.ge
http://www.tfz.ge


 – identification information, which for natural persons must be the data in their identification 
document, whereas for legal entities – the company name, tax registration data (date, information 
on authorised representatives), and information on beneficial owners holding more than 
10% of shares; 

 – a topographic map (with a scale of 1:5,000 or more) of the land plot, indicating adjacent land plots, 
existing constructions, underground and surface communication, other objects and their purpose;

 – an extract from the public registry evidencing the property rights over the land plot and the 
cadastral map;

 – notarised consent of the co-owners of the land plot in case of co-ownership or notarised consent 
of the owner in case of leased land plots;

 – a concept of FIZ organisation and development;
 – the draft of the FIZ’s charter in the required form;
 – a guarantee in the required amount;
 – evidence confirming that the conditions for establishing a FIZ have been met, or a written 
undertaking that the Organiser will meet the requirements for establishing a FIZ within the provided 
time frame; and

 – any other information or document at the discretion of the Organiser.

Within 30 days of receiving the application, the Government will issue an opinion with respect to the 
advisability of establishing a FIZ or a substantiated refusal.

4. Where can a FIZ be established?
A FIZ can be established anywhere in Georgia as long as its surface area exceeds 10 hectares and it 
is not on a territory that Georgian law has designated as protected. Notably, the plot of land must be 
owned or co-owned by the Organiser or leased to them. 
Sale of the FIZ land plot will lead to liquidation proceedings if the new owner wishes to retract FIZ status. 
Similarly, sale of part of the land plot that reduces the FIZ to less than 10 hectares triggers FIZ liquidation 
proceedings.

5. Who manages a FIZ?
A FIZ is managed by an administrator (the “Administrator”) who can be either an Organiser 
or a person (natural or legal) appointed by them. If the Organiser and/or the Administrator are legal 
persons, neither may be a FIZ Enterprise and each must be duly registered elsewhere in Georgia 
(outside the FIZ). If the Organiser is a non-resident legal person, where the Government finds in favour 
of the establishment of the FIZ, they must have a PE in Georgia as per the relevant laws.

6. How are disputes in a FIZ resolved?
The Organiser of a FIZ can stipulate in the FIZ charter that the disputes in the FIZ may be heard 
and resolved by:
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II. Benefits and Implications 
of Registering an Entity in a FIZ
1. Who can operate in a FIZ?
Generally, any entity, except for the Organiser and Administrator, may operate in a FIZ, regardless 
of the entity’s organisational/legal form or ownership, so long as it is duly registered there 
(the “FIZ Enterprise”). Registration procedures for FIZ Enterprises are not significantly different from 
those applicable to the registration of a company outside a FIZ. However, an applicant seeking to 
register a company in a FIZ may be required to obtain a relevant licence based on its business activities. 
Notably, entities registered outside the FIZ, whether Georgian or foreign (except for entities providing 
utilities to the FIZ) may operate in the FIZ through a PE registered there.

2. What are the key characteristics of a FIZ?
Some of the key characteristics of a FIZ relevant from tax and legal standpoints are the following:
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 • international arbitration operating in the FIZ; or

 • common courts as well as arbitration (temporary private arbitration, other private arbitration, 
or international arbitration)

The exception to this rule is a dispute in which one party is the state.

7. What are the grounds for liquidation of a FIZ?
A FIZ can be liquidated on the basis of:

 • the expiration of the term;

 • the application of the Organiser to this end;

 • a court decision rendered on the motion of the Government.

If an Organiser resolves to liquidate a FIZ prior to the expiry of the term of FIZ status, they must notify 
in writing the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development and every FIZ Enterprise of their 
intention to liquidate at least one year in advance. Notably, unless otherwise agreed, the FIZ Enterprises 
with outstanding contractual obligations to the Organiser will be indemnified and may unilaterally 
terminate any such agreement as of the liquidation date without being subject to any fine or sanction.



 • outside the FIZ, the FIZ Enterprise operates as a PE of a foreign entity;

 • payments within the FIZ, as well as between FIZ Enterprises and Georgian entities, may be made 
in any currency (this is particularly important since elsewhere in Georgia certain currency-related 
restrictions apply);

 • as per the Government decree, certain economic activities in the FIZ may be subject to a simplified 
procedure for obtaining licences/permits or may be fully released from the obligation to obtain 
licences/permits required elsewhere in Georgia.

3. What activities are prohibited in a FIZ?
Production, processing, and provision of services is permitted in a FIZ save for the exceptions stipulated 
by the Law, the Tax Code of Georgia (the “Code”) and the Order of the Government of Georgia 
on Approving the Rules for the Creation, Arrangement, and Functioning of a FIZ (the “Order”). Pursuant 
to these restrictions, a FIZ Enterprise may not:

 • manufacture or trade in arms or ammunition, nuclear or radioactive substances; 

 • bring in, store, manufacture, and/or sell narcotic or psychotropic substances;

 • bring in, store, manufacture, and/or sell tobacco products or raw tobacco materials (except when 
intended for onsite use, which will not be treated as import of goods);

 • additionally, the following is prohibited in the FIZ:
 – use of the existing buildings for residential purposes, construction of permanent or temporary 
buildings on the territory of the FIZ for residential or hospitality purposes;

 – a FIZ enterprise is generally not permitted to render services to or purchase services from 
companies registered under Georgian Law (except for FIZ enterprises).

4. What are the tax and customs benefits in FIZ?
The Code provides a number of tax incentives for FIZ Enterprises, including the following:

 • import of the goods produced in a FIZ to the customs territory of Georgia is not subject to import tax;

 • import of foreign goods to a FIZ is exempt from value-added tax (the “VAT”) and import tax;

 • profit distribution earned by FIZ Enterprises, expenses incurred or other payments unrelated 
to economic activities, free of charge supply of goods/services and/or transfer of funds, and 
representative expenses that exceed the maximum amount defined by the Code are exempt from 
profit tax;

 • interest and dividends paid by a FIZ Enterprise are not subject to withholding tax at the Georgian 
source of payment;

 • property, including land, located in a FIZ is exempt from property tax; 
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 • supply of goods or services among FIZ Enterprises are exempt from VAT without the right to recover 
input VAT;

 • a FIZ Enterprise is not required to act as a tax agent and withhold income tax on salaries paid 
to Georgian resident employees.

5. What are the features of importing and exporting goods in a FIZ?
Bringing Georgian goods into a FIZ is deemed to be export of goods, and such goods are subject 
to customs procedures as per the Customs Code of Georgia. Moreover, the release for free circulation 
of goods produced in the FIZ, irrespective of their quantity, is only subject to VAT.

Transfer of goods from a FIZ to another country is deemed export of goods.

6. When are goods deemed to be produced in a FIZ and why is this important?
In order for a FIZ Enterprise to enjoy the above-mentioned benefits with respect to the goods it exports 
to other parts of Georgia, the goods must first be deemed to be produced in the FIZ. However, this 
is only the case if the following goods were used during the production process:

 • goods officially designated as Georgian (save for products received or produced as a result 
of the processing of goods under the inward processing regime);

 • foreign goods processed under the specific processing regime of the Code and whose import 
is exempt from import tax according to Georgian law or effective free trade agreements; 

 • goods produced from the above-mentioned goods.

Notably, the Revenue Services (a legal entity of public law of the Ministry of Finance of Georgia) issues 
a certificate of origin certifying that goods were produced in a FIZ.

7. What taxes are applicable to FIZ Enterprises?
A FIZ Enterprise is liable to pay the following taxes:

 • in case of supply of goods to Georgian companies (except for FIZ Enterprises), a FIZ Enterprise is liable 
to pay tax at a rate of 4% on income (received/receivable) no later than the 15th day of the month 
following the reporting calendar month when such supply/purchase took place;

 • in case of purchase of goods (except for electricity, water and gas for local consumption and 
production) from Georgian companies (except for FIZ Enterprises), a FIZ Enterprise is liable to pay 
tax at a rate of 4% on market value of goods no later than the 15th day of the month following the 
reporting calendar month when such supply/purchase was carried out.

Notably, each FIZ has an entry/exit and corresponding customs checkpoint. For FIZ entities, bringing 
Georgian goods into a FIZ amounts to purchase of goods, and taking goods out of a FIZ to elsewhere 
in Georgia amounts to supply of goods.
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Contacts

Giorgi Tavartkiladze
Director of Tax & Legal Department
gtavartkiladze@deloitte.ge

Giorgi Khurodze
Head of Legal, MLB (Bucerius /WHU) 
Attorney at Law
gkhurodze@deloitte.ge 
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